
Senior Backend Software Engineer

We are seeking a self-motivated backend software engineer to join our Fleet Manager
Development Team. You will get to work with a collaborative and talented engineering
team that prides themselves on delivering quality products to our customers on a regular
basis. Your role will have a major impact on how our customers use our products.

Key traits:

● You have the ability to pick up new concepts quickly and learn from peers.
● Write clean, highly readable, and testable code.
● Have a strong preference for writing tests and testable code.
● Curious and enthusiastic about exploring new areas and gaining new knowledge.
● Passionate about coding, creating innovative solutions, and tackling challenging

problems.
● Work well with others.

Work Environment

Our small engineering team o�ers a great chance for you to make a significant impact on
our product, team, and company. We thrive on collaboration, so you'll fit right in if you
love working together to design, develop, test, and deliver code to customers!

The product consists of a wide variety of technologies. This makes for an environment
where learning is core to being a successful engineer at Scale. Our team is highly
motivated and experienced, and we enjoy sharing knowledge and learning from one
another. Our environment is collaborative, interactive, fun, and open to improvement.

Technologies you’ll have the opportunity to learn about at Scale:

● General clustering and distributed systems
● Distributed block storage systems
● Containers and virtualization
● Large-scale state machines
● Linux system management
● MQTT Networks
● Cloud Hosting and Monitoring



Requirements:

● Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or equivalent industry experience
● 4 years or more employed as a backend software engineer
● 1 year or more experience with Typescript
● 1 year or more experience with MongoDB
● 1 year or more experience with SQL
● System design skills with an understanding of testability and maintainability
● Experience using git
● Great verbal and written communication skills

Other useful skills/experience:

● Experience with InfluxDB
● Experience with Kafka
● Experience with clustered and/or distributed systems
● Experience with Kubernetes
● You love open-source as much as we do! Bonus points if you are an active

contributor to the community (speak at conferences and meetups).

This is a full-time, permanent role and may be remote or based in our San Francisco or
Indianapolis o�ces.

If you’ve reached this point in the job description and feel unsure if you should
apply…Just do it! We know there are no perfect applicants. You may not have 100% of all
those bullets listed above - and that’s okay. If you feel like you’re not going to fit in with
our teams - you’ll be surprised. We’re one Scale Computing, which means however you
identify, and whatever background you bring with you, we encourage you to apply if it’s a
role you can be passionate about doing every day. Please send your resume, with the job
title in the subject line, to careers@scalecomputing.com.

Scale Computing, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Individuals seeking employment
at Scale Computing, Inc. are considered regardless of race, color, religion, national origin,
age, sex, marital status, ancestry, physical or mental disability, veteran status, gender
identity, or sexual orientation.

About Scale Computing

Scale Computing is the leader in Edge Computing with o�ces worldwide, thousands of
customers, and countless applications running on our industry-leading SC//Platform. We
enjoy this success because we have made a conscious e�ort to build this amazing
company person by person – could you be the next to join us as the newest Scaler?

mailto:careers@scalecomputing.com


Scale Computing was founded on the idea that transparency and collaboration create a
culture of ownership, success, and empowerment; more empowered employees are more
productive. At Scale, we build empowerment through diversity and our core values of
Integrity, Innovation, Collaboration, Success, and Fun.

We are an “all killer, no filler” organization and believe everyone has an important role.
We seek highly motivated, smart, fun people to join us. If working with other amazing
people to help us build a wildly successful company sounds fun, we’d love to hear from
you.


